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Data publication today



Data in the publication 
process today
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The consequences

Most data remain underutilised because they
are not accessible.
→Unnecessary duplication

• Research results cannot be verified.
→Falsification of results.
Calls to make data accessible and share data
were welcomed but did not give any results.



Specific situation at GFZ 
Potsdam

GFZ produces not only closed data sets but
also time series from monitoring systems and 
observatories.

Satellites (CHAMP, GRACE, future missions)
Earth magnetic field variations
Seismology
Geodetic services (e.g. rotation, GPS baseline)

Operation of these systems is labour
intensive but is not fully appreciated in the
scientific literature.



Example CHAMP
No citation, only
acknowledgement.
The data sources need
to be deduced from the
paper. No Metadata.
Often the source of 
data is not
acknowledged.



Why data are not made
accessible

Data publication is hampered by structural
barriers in the publication process:

Journals do not devote space to data tables due
to economic constraints and have no interest in 
archiving data.
Authors do not receive professional recognition
for publishing data because the datasets cannot
be cited in a reliable way.
Data are not cited because their location (URL), in 
many cases, is transient.



Necessary steps
Data need to be citeable to be „valuable“. 

„Reputation“ is the currency of science.
Authors will only prepare data for publication if the
effort is worthwhile.

Data publication is labour intensive.
Data must be accessible.

Access through persistent indentifiers and long-term
archives.

Intellectual property rights need to be secured.
Authors need full control other their publications.



Project “Publication and Citation 
of Scientific Primary Data”

Funded by the German Science Foundation.
Implementation of services for the publication of 
data. 
DOI registration agency at German National Library 
for Science and Technology (TIB Hannover).
To date 6 DOI registration agents.
Project partners:

WDC-MARE (Bremen/Bremerhaven)
WDC Climate (Hamburg)
GFZ Potsdam (proposed WDC-TERRA)
WDC-RSAT (Oberpfaffenhofen)

Inclusion of data publications into library catalogues.



Was is a DOI?

DOI = Digital Object Identifier, a persistent, 
digital identifier for an object.
DOI = Name of object, URL = Location of 
object.
The location may change, the name persists, 
irrespective of the location of the object.
Global resolving mechanism (handle.net) 
“translates” DOIs to URLs. 



STD-DOI system architecture



System architecture at GFZ

DOIDB

TIB Hannover

Library

RSS

TIBORDER / 
GBV Catalogue
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Example
GFZ Library
TIBORDER
doi:10.1594/GFZ.SDDB
.1043

http://bib.gfz-potsdam.de/pop/opac3.pl?f_PER=heim&f_PER=oberh&f_TIT=oc2&logik=AND&modus=?&t_allegro
http://tiborder.gbv.de/psi/DB=2.63/SET=2/TTL=5/CLK?IKT=1004&TRM=Heim,Birgit
http://dx.doi.org/10.1594/GFZ.SDDB.1043
http://dx.doi.org/10.1594/GFZ.SDDB.1043


TIBORDER / GBV Catalogue



How to cite data



Fair Use

“Fair Use” of electronic sources is one of the 
most contested issues surrounding the use of 
the internet. 
Scientific publication are acknowledged by a 
“citation”. 
The citation is part of good scientific conduct. 
In that sense, data publications are 
analogous to “classical” publications.



The Creative Commons 
Licence

Toolbox for the 
configuration of a custom 
licence. 
Our recommendation for 
scientific data:

By attribution (citation)
Non-commercial
Share alike (derivative 
works have to be 
published under the 
same licence)



Questions remain

Data publication attempts to change existing 
scientific practice.
How does review of data publications work?
What do trusted data repositories look like?
What are the requirements of different 
scientific disciplines?



Thank you!

Please visit our project website at

http://www.std-doi.de

Thank you for your attention!

http://www.std-doi.de/
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